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Satanism in metal music, reflection on religion in Infestissunam (2013 - Ghost)  

 

If some metal bands have released successful protest songs, metal music, especially extreme heavy 
metal, has also been described as “overly apolitical” (Morris 20151). While extreme metal can be 
associated with Satanism as a critic of Christianity, it is no longer considered as provocative as it 
once was in the Global North. Despite all that, there is continuing evidence that religions influence 
political decisions worldwide, and some metal bands still focus their discourse on faiths and beliefs. 

The Swedish band Ghost use various musical influences and often resort to humor rather than the 
dark and apocalyptic discourse often associated with metal. At the same time, they use the visual 
heritage from extreme metal music, such as the corpse paint from black metal, and develop an 
artistic identity based on Satanism. With their satanic aesthetic and the concept they develop 
throughout the albums, Ghost demonstrate the workings of the political use of religion as an 
instrument of power. 

As a metal band using extensive catholic references, how do Ghost manage to develop a reflection 
on religion? If not through outright protest songs, how is the critical discourse on religion 
developed? 

The analyses will focus more specifically on the band’s second album, Infestissunam (2013), and 
will allow a reflection on the band’s concept and the medium used, including the music, the 
artworks produced by Zbigniew M. Bielak, the music videos and the costumes. This approach will 
determine the place given to criticism of religion and to the less obvious examination of the 
Catholic discourse on women by the band. 
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